
Primer C
Errata Sheet

Location Incorrect Correct
Note: Version 4.0 was dramatically revised from the previous versions. The extensive 2020 revision includes a full-color design, the insertion of an 

adventure storyline for students to follow throughout the text, a complete new Latin-language content edit, and assorted other edits. Due to the length 
of these revisions and the page numbers changing as a result, we will not list each revision in this errata sheet.

Please note: The chapter-by-chapter Latin grammar sequence remains the same as previous versions.

Version 3.6
page ix, Classical Pronunciation, Short 
Vowels chart

Using deus as the short e example is confusing be-
cause it is technically a diphthong.

Replace with: ventus: wind wen-tus

page 40, Chapter 5, Translation Work-
sheet #1

Students have not previously been introduced to 
sölus, -a, -um, but it is used here.

Add “(alone)” after söli. Söli should also only have a 
macron on the o.

page 50, Chapter 6, English to Latin #4, 
Answers

Part of the Latin translation is incorrect. Should be: Ünus e nautis absëns est.

page 71, Chapter 8 Activity Worksheet In the first table, row 2, the v in amāvistis should be 
underlined since it is part of the stem.

Change to: amāvistis

page 71, Chapter 8 Activity Worksheet In the second table, row 2, vïdvistis should not have 
the second letter v.

Change to: vïdistis

page 78, Chapter 10 Memory Worksheet,  
A. Vocabulary, #11, Answers

The translation of semper is incorrect. Should be: always

page 110, Chapter 13, Translation Work-
sheet

The word “legion” should actually be legiönï. Change legion to: legiönï

page 114, Chapter 14 Quiz, Answers The translation of conveniö is incorrect. Should be: to come together, assemble

page 126, Chapter 16, Answers The translation of conveniö is incorrect. Should be: to come together, assemble

pages 146–147, chapter 18, Answers The suggested schedule was incorrectly inserted 
in the middle of chapter 18 during the most recent 
print of the Answer Key.

A PDF of the answers for pages 146–147 can be 
found at classicalacademicpress.com/product/latin-
for-children-primer-c-program (click the “Support” 
tab beneath the product photo).

page 153, Chapter 19, English to Latin 
#1, Answers

The translation for expelle is incorrect. Should be: expelli and expellite (plural)

To find applicable changes, find your version of the 
book listed below (e.g., Version 3.4). All changes listed 
under that version and any versions that follow (e.g., 
Version 3.5 and higher) will apply to your version.



Location Incorrect Correct
page 153, Chapter 19, Latin to English 
#1, Answers

Nolïte is the plural and the word should be singular. Change Nolïte to Noli; also change the footnote from 
“be unwilling” to “do not.”

page 174, Chapter 22, sentence #2, 
Answers

The translation of convënërunt should be changed to 
match the translation given in the Chapter 14 vo-
cabulary list.

Change translation from “gathered” to “assembled.”

page 299 (Chapter 7 vocab) & page 312 Dux, ducis can be either masculine or feminine, and 
should be listed as a common noun.

Change to: dux, ducis (c)


